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“It looks like Santa threw up.”
Kathy and I scrutinized her 

Christmas decorations spewed 
across the compound we called Shabby 
Acres. Garland and twinkle lights 
twisted around denuded shrubbery. 
Her yuletide collection of Disney 
character ornaments were up to their 
necks in muddy bogs. Red, green, 
and gold baubles poked from leaf 

piles littered with coconuts, sheared 
branches, and mucky wads of gift 
wrapping paper. Tinsel sparkled and 
danced in the light breeze, a meager 
reprieve from the coagulated air 
following a hurricane. Until electricity 
was restored, the only air conditioning 
was from sporadic little zephyrs and 
a warped magazine doubling as a fan 
and mosquito swatter.
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Trivial or traumatic, loss cuts a wide path. Chainsaws 
droned sunrise to sunset as residents got busy 
discarding and rebuilding. From Key Largo to Key 
West we weathered the same storm and emerged with 
different destructions.

Kathy and her partner, Diane, leased a 
stilt house eight feet above base f lood zone at 
the front of the property. Their fortress was 
built to withstand 150 mph sustained winds. 
Sustained doesn’t mean tropical cyclones 
raged constantly at a barbaric speed, as I, 
an uprooted Tornado Alley Midwesterner 
transplanted to Hurricane Lane imagined. In 
the United States, it means a surface wind’s 
particular argument wailed for at least 
one minute. A whoop-ass cough for sixty 
seconds. Other gusts, lasting no more than 
a few ferocious seconds, struck in intervals 
throughout a hurricane’s attack. Hay fever-
like sneezes.

I and a housemate/boyfriend rented a 
rickety travel trailer hemmed in by shoebox-

shaped additions two and a half feet off the 
ground behind Kathy and Diane’s elevated 
house. We were neighbors on the ocean side 
of Cudjoe, an island in the Florida Keys, 
three meager feet above sea level.

The Atlantic storm tide from Hurricane 
Wilma belched to seven feet. I did the math 
while hosing seaweed and small fish out the 
front shoebox’s door: 7 minus 3; subtract 2.5 
and the 1.5 waterline marking the bedroom 
and living room walls = ground zero. On 
the hindquarters of Wilma’s northern trek 
to the mainland, the Gulf of Mexico surged. 
Bayside f loodwaters carried prewashed 
ocean debris a quarter mile back down 
Blimp Road for a full refund. Storms clobber 
islanders coming and going.

When a probable storm barreled in our 
direction, I prepared for the worst and hoped 
for the best while monitoring the Cone of 
Death’s progress on NOAA’s storm tracking 
map, ignoring sensationalized Weather 
Channel reports and mandatory evacuation 
orders. Staged exits bottle-necked US 1, the 

only road out. When reversed, it was jammed 
with post-blitzkrieg re-entries. Running 
away squandered crucial time for assessing 
damage, clearing rubble, and getting ahead 
of festering mold. My rule was to stay for a 
Cat 3 or less. Cat 4, maybe. Cat 5 and I’d race 
to the mainland assuming there’d be nothing 
to come back to.

Some disaster aftermaths weren’t 
disastrous. During 2004’s Hurricane Charley, a 
deserted black tomcat rolled with the punches 
to my doorstep. He yowled his irrepressible 
desire, the very picture of “Stella! STELLA!! 
Stell-AAAAA!” That’s how Stanley Charles 
Kowalski came to be named and adopted as 
the newest member of my cat menagerie.

A year later, on October 24, 2005, I and the 
boyfriend along with Stanley and my other 
cats—Orson, Cliffurd, and Marley—moved 
in with Kathy and Diane and their cat, Tramp. 
The felines and we humans harmoniously 
holed up and hunkered down for Wilma’s 
twenty-four-hour bump and grind. Six 
weeks later, after we’d stripped, sanitized, 
and reassembled the waterlogged, mildewed, 

not-so-mobile mobile home, Stanley, Orson, 
Cliffurd, Marley, the boyfriend, and I moved 
back to the trailer.

Trivial or traumatic, loss cuts a wide 
path. Chainsaws droned sunrise to sunset as 
residents got busy discarding and rebuilding. 
From Key Largo to Key West we weathered 

the same storm and emerged with different 
destructions. Unplayable, buckled LPs, cov-
ers soaked beyond recognition. Shingles—
entire roofs—blown to smithereens. The 
GEICO insurance rep sadly nodded, “Yes,” 
when I asked if my sporty Grand Prix was 
totaled from the saltwater drenching. With 
white shoe polish, I painted Next Stop, Bed-
rock on the windshield, an i.d. for the tow 
truck driver when the time came to remove 
my misfortune. My misery had company. Ten 
thousand soggy cars were loaded on dou-
ble-decker carriers and trucked out of the 
Keys. Dried out and resold above the Ma-
son-Dixon Line to gullible used car buyers 
blinded by incredibly low price tags. Loss 
has no borders.

Rubbermaid totes bobbed across Cudjoe 
Bay. Kathy and I watched in silence as the 
last of her Christmas decorations f loated 
toward Wilma’s outer bands, veining the 
horizon. Any more of my hang tough, smart-
ass whitewashing would’ve worsened her 
heartbreak.

Any loss is still loss. 
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